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PRINT INVESTMENT

WOK CHOSE 
CELMACCH 
CHROMA PRINT 
CELMACCH HAS INSTALLED ANOTHER CELMACCH CHROMA PRINT HIGH TECH 
2100 X 1300 IN LINE WITH A BOBST MASTERCUT 2.1 FLAT-BED DIE-CUTTER.

W
ytwórnia Opakowań 
Kartonowych (Wok) 

is a family owned 

company whose origins date back 

to 1991. The company then mainly 

dealt with manual packaging 

production, but over the years, it 

expanded its operations, increased 

production capacity and automated 

the manufacturing process. The 

growing production capabilities and 

the expanding market have given 

them the impetus for investments 

in state-of-the-art equipment. 

In 2003, the construction of a 

new headquarters began. A modern 

office building was created with a 

large production and warehouse 

hall, which allowed them to increase 

efficiency and production. The 

following years were characterised 

by the dynamic development of 

distribution in the country.

For the period running from 

2008 to 2013, the converting hall 

was modernised with the installation 

of equipment from leading 

manufacturers. In 2014, a 2.8m 

Fosber corrugator was installed. 

Today, the production area is housed 

in a factory of over 20,000 sqm.

Located in Brodnica in Poland, 

Wok is one of the leading privately 

owned Polish companies producing 

corrugated packaging. 

 

Print Investment
“Wok opted for a Chroma Print High 

Tech 2100 to expand its modern, well 

invested converting hall,” says Luca 

Celotti, Sales Director, Celmacch. 

“The Chroma Print feeds a latest 

generation Bobst Mastercut 2.1 die-

cutter installed in 2018, in order to 

allow Wok to operate in the highly 

competitive Polish market.”

The configuration of the Celmacch 

Chroma Print allows the highest level of 

automation and producivity. Wok opted 

for a Chroma Print HT fully servo driven 

printer, equipped with direct drive 

feeder, three colours (bottom printer) 

and vacuum transfer for connecting 

the Celmacch Printer with the Bobst 

Mastercut 2.1. The line was specified with 

a high speed, fully automatic pre-feeder 

from Alliance Machine Systems Europe.

Thanks to the advanced technology 

offered in the Chroma Print HT, the 

printing plate can be changed during 

production and the mechanical speed 

is up to 10,000 sheets per hour. 

With the new automatic washing 

system and the latest generation of 

carbon fibre chambered doctor blade 

system, wash-up is quick and easy.

“Installation and commissioning of 

the Chroma Print took place quickly, 

allowing Wok to start-up production 

Proven technology in high graphics 
printing and rotary die cutting
CHROMA PRINT 1700 2100 2400
CHROMA CUT 2100 2400 2800

 www.celmacchgroup.com 

As a strongly technology-oriented company, we focus on high quality in each single detail!

We are enthusiastic to serve our clients by developing high quality technology and easy to 
use advanced features in order to provide the most reasonable cost effective solutions. 
Every single part of our machines reflects our philosophy devoted to a continuous search for 
the best quality and our dedication to select exclusively first class suppliers. Our strength is 
our unique ability to deliver superior engineering, high durability and low maintenance costs.
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on schedule,” comfirms Celotti. “Wok 

has chosen Celmacch as a partner for 

high definition flexographic printing, 

choosing one of the most advanced 

flexographic printers on the market. 

It will provide them with high levels 

of performance, thanks to user-

friendly technology and reduced 

maintenance costs. Using readily 

available commercial parts helps them 

to eliminated stocking dedicated parts, 

freeing up precious resources.” ■

“WOK HAS CHOSEN CELMACCH AS A PARTNER FOR HIGH DEFINITION FLEXOGRAPHIC PRINTING, 
CHOOSING ONE OF THE MOST ADVANCED FLEXOGRAPHIC PRINTERS ON THE MARKET.”

LUCA CELOTTI, SALES DIRECTOR, CELMACCH


